Create & Connect to Social Emotional Learning

CreatED shares & supports educators’ priorities
- Bridging school to home learning
- Engaged learners
- Dedicated, joyful teachers
- Opportunity for ALL learners
- Deep family partnerships

Crayola: A Legacy & Commitment to Education
Crayola developed CreatED based on:
- 100+ years of helping educators and families raise creatively alive children
- Extensive academic research
- The recommendations of education innovators
- Exploring the intersection between the arts and social and emotional competencies

crayola.com/creatED
A New Series of Five 90-Minute Webinar Courses from Crayola that Explore the Intersection Between Art and Social Emotional Learning

**Understanding Feelings**
In this course, participants explore how recognizing and acting upon emotions are key to building social and emotional skills:
- The social and emotional competencies of self-awareness, self-management, social awareness and relationship skills will be developed using arts integration experiences.
- Educators will help families implement a series of projects that help children confront their fears.

**The Art of Planning—Together**
In this course, participants use Calder’s mobiles as inspiration to help identify and balance priorities:
- This experience allows participants to contribute their voice to an articulated and aligned set of priorities.
- This is especially powerful during times when disruptions in schedules and processes face educators and families.

**The Responsibilities of Kindness**
In this course, participants see and express their understanding of issues from multiple perspectives, then use those insights to inspire action:
- The roots of responsibility begin with social awareness and finding ways to be kind.
- Through discussion, reflection, and art projects, we’ll explore the role that kindness plays in creating change and developing cultural responsiveness.

**Beyond Ourselves**
In this course, participants will use and create original art that breaks the master narrative, a literacy technique that empowers youth, helping them see more equitable and optimistic possibilities:
- This course builds written and visual literacy skills by writing narratives from multiple points of view.
- Educators and families use creative approaches and innovative ways to help children see others’ perspectives.

**At Our Best**
In this course, participants consider personal strengths and best qualities as well as how to observe them in others:
- Through theatre exercises, creative writing, and illustrations participants will determine what it takes to strengthen relationship skills.

Let’s Reimagine Social Emotional Learning Together...
Get all the details by reaching out to your local Crayola Manager
Contact James Wells at JWells@Crayola.com or 484-896-8456
@creatEDCrayola: Twitter Facebook